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KINEMATIC GEOMETRY IN «-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN 
AND SPHERICAL SPACE 
ADOLF KARGER, Praha 
(Received July 7, 1970) 
In the present paper the autor gives a full system of invariants of the one parametric 
motion in S'""^ and £"" in the "general" case. The Frenet formulas for motion are 
obtained; in the classical case they reduce to the well known facts. The paper is a con-
tinuation of papers [7] and [8] by a slightly different method, but in terms of the 
theory of compact Lie algebras. By author's method it is possible to study the motion 
in other compact Lie groups, not only in 0(nt) (and then in E(m)). At the end some 
geometric applications are given. 
P a r t i 
INVARIANTS OF CURVES IN GJH, WHERE G IS 0(m) OR E(m) 
AND ^ IS A CARTAN SUBALGEBRA OF @ 
1. Notions 
Let 0(m) be the group of all orthogonal transformations of the m-dimensional 
Euclidean vector space V"'. Let E(m) be the group of all congruencies of the m-
dimensional Euclidean space E'". Let iD(m), (S(m) be the Lie algebras of the group 
0(m) and £(w) respectively. Throughout the paper we shall use the consequent 
symbolic notation for the groups 0{m) and E{m) in the fixed frame .^o ^'^ "̂̂  ^^ ^'"' 
A^^ and A^^ will be columns of the type n x 1 
A^^ will be a row of the type 1 x n 
A^'^ and A^^ will be real numbers (matrices of the type 1 x l) 
A^^ will be a matrix of the type n x n. 
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If the elements of the above matrices are matrices of the type 
2 x 1 for the indices 10 and 12 
1 x 2 for the index 21 
2 X 2 for the index 11, 
and not real numbers, we shall write small letters instead of capitals. In this case we 
shall write lower-case letters for real numbers with indices 20 or 21, too. For instance: 
T^^ is a column of n real numbers, b^^ is a row of the type b^^ = (b^, b[;..., b„, b'„} 
and so on. If this agreement is used, we can write the elements of 0(m) or E(m) as 
matrices a = (a*^), where 
(1) a) ij = 1 for 0{m) = 0{2n) 
b) iJ = 1,2 for 0{m) = 0{2n + l) 
c) Uj = 0, 1 for E{m) = E{2n) 
d) iJ = 0, 1, 2 for E{m) = E{2n + 1). 
In c) and d) it is a^^ = 1, a^^ is a row of the type 1 x n with every element a zero 
row of the type 1 x 2 . a^^ = 0 in case d). We can write the Lie algebras D{m) 
and G(m) of the groups 0(тп) and E(m) in a quite analogous way. Here we certainly 
have for a e 0(m) or a e CS(m) (a* is the transpose matrix of a; a^ß are elements of 
the matrix a; a, ß = 1, ..., n): 
^oj == 0 , ; = 0, 1, 2 ; (a^^*) + (a^^ = 0 ; a^' = 0 ; a^; + (a^i)* = 0 
for indices as in (l). 
Let us denote for latter use: 
à^^{Qi, ..., Qn} is a diagonal matrix and its elements on the diagonal are the matrices 
^ 1 , . . . , ^„oftype2 X 2, 
D^^{/Li, ..., /l„} is a diagonal matrix with the real numbers Я ,̂ ..., Я„ on the diagonal. 
\ — sm (p^, &\OL) COS ÇJ \ — 1 0/ 
(3) e^ = e^^ = ^^^[Qß] ' where Qß = 0 for a ф Д and ^^ = e . 
1.1. Definition. (See [2], Chap. 3, §1.) a) Let (S be a Lie algebra and let § be its 
subalgebra. The normalizer iV(ô) of § in (6 is the subalgebra 
iV(ô) = { Z E © | [ Z , § ] G Ô } . 
b) A subalgebra § of a Lie algebra © is called a Cartan subalgebra if it is nilpotent 
andiV($) = $ . 
c) Let G be a Lie group with the Lie algebra (5 and let a subalgebra § in (5 be given. 
Then the normalizer Ж(о ) of § in G is ^ ( ô ) = [g e G \ a.d g9) = 9)}. 
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1.2. Proposition. (See [3], Chap. 9, § 65.) Let us denote 
(4) 
where e^ is defined as in (2). Then e„, e^, a = 1, ..., n are bases of some Cartan 
subalgebras of 0(2n), D(2n + 1) respectively. 
We shall denote the Cartan subalgebras of Proposition 1.2 respectively by o(2n), 
o(2n + l). For latter use we rewrite from [3], theorem 111: 0(2n + 1) is a compact 
simple Lie algebra of the type Б„ for n ^ 1, 0(2п), n ^ 3 is a compact simple Lie 
algebra of the type D„. They both have the rank n and e^, e^ are orthogonal bases in 
o(2«), o{2n -f l) respectively, consisting of vectors of the same length. The roots are 
{ ± < ; ± e ; ± e'ß,a < ß;a,ß = 1, ..., n} for D(2n + 1) and {±e„ ± e ,̂ a < ß; 
a.ß = 1, . . . , n}forD(2n). 
1.3. Lemmsi. The algebras of matrices 
(5) (Ц.) or (0 x-0| 
/0 0 0\ 
) 
U^̂  0 0/ 
where j ; ^ ^ G R, x^^ e o(2n), are Cartan subalgebras of (è(2n) or (S(2n + l), respec-
tively. 
Proof. The lemma is an easy consequence of Definition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2. 
2. Groups Ж(о(т)) and сУГ(е(т)) 
In this section we shall give an explicit construction of the groups jV{o(m)) and 
Ж(е(т)). We shall start by repeating some known facts'from the theory of compact 
Lie groups. 
Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group and let (Б be its Lie algebra. Let us 
denote by Z the centre of G, let GQ be the connected component of the neutral element 
of G. The image of G in the adjoint representation will be denoted by adG. Then we 
have adG ^ GJZ and adGo '^ GQJGO n Z. Let us suppose that the group adG of G 
is identical with the group of all automorphisms of (S. This means that every auto­
morphism of © is reahzable as ad^ for some g eG. (If this automorphism is outer, 
g certainly cannot be in GQ.) 
Let us consider a maximal torus Tof the group G with the Lie algebra i.lïhe ^ ( t ) , 
then the restriction of ad/i on t will be denoted by 9(/i); ^{li) = ad/i|t. ^ is a homo-
morphism of ^V(i) into the group of linear transformations of the vector space t. 
Let us denote by К the kernel of this homomorphism. 
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2.1. Definition. (See [4], Chap. 13.) An orthogonal transformation /i : t ~> t is 
called a rotation, if it leaves invariant the system of all roots. 
Let us denote by W the group of all rotations. Let WhQ the Weyl group of ©. W 
is the group generated by all symmetries 5̂  : x -> x — 2(x, a) (a, a)~^. oc of t, where a 
is a root, Xei and (x, a) is the scalar multiplication in t. 
2.2. Theorem. [See [1], Chap. 9, §2.) Let A be an automorphism of (5 leaving t 
invariant. Then the restriction of A on i is a rotation. Conversely, every rotation 
in t can be extended to an automorphism of (5. 
2.3. Theorem. (See [1], Chap. 9, § 2.) W is an invariant subgroup of W and 
ad G/ad Go - W']w. 
2.4. Theorem. {See [6], Chap. 8, § IL) Let ^ be a compact simple Lie algebra 
Let us denote E((6) = Aut(6/lnt(5. Then we have 
E{Ai) = Z2, / > 1 
E{Di) = Z2, / + 4 
E(D4) = D, 
Е(Еб) = Z2, and the other groups are trivial. Here Z2 is the cyclic group of 
order 2, D3 is the trihedral group. 
From theorem 2.2 we have (as AutCS = adG): 
(6) jr{i)lK ^W\ 
We shall now find the group W of the algebra o(m). 
a) Let us suppose first that m = 2n. Then the group Pf has the generators 
^e.-eß ' e^-^ eß, Cß-^ e^, e^-^ e^ 
^e^ + ep ' ^a-^ eß , в^ "> " ^^ , Су -^ C^ 
where 
у ф а , у =¥ ß у (X Ф ß , ce, ß, у = 1, ...,п . 
Let w ф 4, n ф 1. Then Ж ' / ^ =" ^2 from Theorem 2.4. Let us note that the mapping 
Sg^ : e^ -> —e^, Cß ~> Cß, where a ф Д; a, j5 = 1, ..., и, is not in PF. From these facts 
we can see that 5̂ ^±^̂ , Sg^ are the generators of W for n ф 4. 
b) Let now m = 2n + L We have W = Ж from Theorem 2.4 and W has the 
generators s^^._^ '̂, 5^,'+e^'. 5̂ «' = %a- The group W is then the same as in a), 
but the rotations Sg^ are now induced by inner automorphisms. 
2.5. Lemma. The group W regarded as a group of linear transformations of 
the vector space o(2n), n Ф 4, n ^ 1 or o(2n + l), n ^ 1 with the base e^ from (3) 
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or e'^from (4) is given by the matrices 
(7) A^^ = (X^ß) , where X^ß = 8(a) ô^^-^p^ 
a, ß = 1, ..., n, Ö is Kronecker's delta and к is an arbitrary permutation of 
numbers 1, ..., n. г is an arbitrary function on the set {1, ..., n} assuming values 
in the set {1, ~ l } . 
Proof. The lemma is an easy corollary of the above discussion. 
2.6. Lemma. The group sg = [X^ß e W | X^ß = г(а) o^ß] is an invariant sub-
group of W. 
Finally we shall find the group K. If we note that a matrix from К must be diagonal, 
we find that the group К is given by matrices 
(8) é'^cp^) for 0(2n) and (^''^"^^ ^\ fo^ 0(2n + 1), 
where (p^ = (cps) (a) from (2) with 8(a) = 1, e = ± 1, a = 1, ..., n. 
In the case of the group 0{2n) we can easily find an outer automorphism of the 
algebra D(2n), which is of the type ad^ for some g e 0(2n). We can now use formula 
(5) and the groups ^V{o{mf^ are described for m ф 8. 
For the group 0(8) ihe assumption Aut® = adG is not satisfied as GJGQ ^ 
^ adG/adGo ^ Z2 because the centre Z of G is in GQ and W'jW ^ D3. Instead of the 
group W we have to use its subgroup, generated by the transformations s„+ß and 
Sg^. This group will be denoted by ÏF(8). For the group Ж(о(8)) we then have 
Л{о{ЩК r^ W{%). 
2.7. Theorem. The group еУГ(о(т)) is given by the matrices 
3 = a ' l = a,, for m = 2« and g = ( ^ ^^^j = i^^' ^ 
for m = In + \ , 
where 
(9) а̂ д = .̂cu-ч/̂ ) • W W ' W W ^refrom (2) and v = ± 1 . 
In this notation we have S(g) = (X^ß), where X^ß = г(а) ö^n~4ßr 
Proof. Let us denote s(a) = ( , , |. Then we shall obtain 
^ ^ VO e(a); 
(10) a,, = di^((p,).e(a)^..-4,) 
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as a product of matrices. The rest is obvious. 
2.8. Lemma. Let us denote 
(11) < = f rV <=\^^^^ 
where e^ has the same meaning as in (3). Then e'^ is a base of a Cartan subalgebra 
in ^(2n); eJJ', f is a base of a Cartan subalgebra in ^(2n + l), a = 1, ..., n. 
2.9. Lemma. The group W for the groups E(2n) and E(2n + 1) is given respec-
tively by matrices 
(.2) ^ (̂ .,) Ç - 1 
where X^ß and v have the same meaning as in (7). In the case E(8) we have to use 
the group Was in the case 0(8). 
Proof. The lemma can be easily verified by direct calculation. 
2.10. Theorem. The groups J^(e(2n)) and Ж(е(2п 4- l) are given respectively by 
the matrices 
1 0 (13) g = l^ ^] and g = lO a^^ OL 
a 0 o\ 
where a^^ and v have the same meaning as in (9) and a^^ e R. 
Proof. The proof is a direct calculation with use of Theorem 2.7. 
2.11. Lemma. Let us denote by sg the subgroup of W\ for W from Lemma 2.9, 
given by X^ß = 8(a) д^ Then sg is an invariant subgroup of W. 
2.12. Theorem. Let us denote by P(o) and P[t) the group S''^{sg) for 0{m) and 
E{m) respectively. Then P(o) is an invariant subgroup of ^ ( o ) and P(e) is an in­
variant subgroup of Ж[е). 
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of Lemmas 2.6 and 2Л L 
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3. Equivalence of curves 
Let GJH be a homogeneous space and let a differentiable immersion x[t) : / -^ GJH 
of an interval / of real numbers in GJH be given. We shall call x{t) a curve in GJH. 
A lift g(t) of the curve x(t) is a differentiable mapping g{t) : I -^ G, such that the fol-
lowing diagram commutes: 
G ^ - ^ GJH 
Let us denote by S the left invariant Maurer-Cartan form on G. Then every lift 
g{t) of the curve x(t) defines a 1-form œ o n / with values in © defined in the following 
manner (see [5]): 
(14) CD = g^S 
where f̂* is the differential of g. Let us be given another hft g{t) of the curve x(t), 
g{i) ~ g(t) h(t), where h{t) e H. Then we have an immersion h{t) : I -^ H and the 
form h^S which is usually denoted by h~^ dh. Let us denote со = g^S. Then we 
have (see [5]) 
(15) CO = adh-'co + h'^ dh , 
Let now a faithful representation Q of the group G of degree n be given. Let us 
suppose that we have chosen a frame ^^Q = {e^, ,.., e„] ina vector space V" of dimen­
sion n and let us denote 0t = ^Q д{д) as a product of a row and a matrix. Then the 
group Q{G) acts simply transitively on the set s/ of all frames of the type ^ = MQ д(д) 
for some g e G. A frame ,^ is an n-tuple of vector functions on G with values in V 
and we have for 1-forms d.^ and d(^(^)) defined on G: d ^ = ^Q d^g^g)). Now we 
may write d ^ == ^Q д{д) д{д)~^ ^{Q{9)) = ^ Q{^ since д{д)~'^ d(^(^)) is the Maurer-
Cartan form of the group Q{G), and ^ is a faithful representation. We have 
d^ = ^ Q{S) . 
If g(t) : / -> G is a lift of some curve, we have obtained 
(16) dm = m Q{CO) , 
where со and dM are forms on / . 
For latter apphcations we need a slightly different definition of the equivalence of 
curves. 
3.1. Definition.gLet the curves xj^t^ :/^ -> GJH, г = 1, 2, be given and let OE 
ell (^ h' The curves Xj(?i) and X2{t2) are called equivalent if there exist a difeo-
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morphism (p of /^ onto 12 and g e G such that (p(0) = 0, (p'{ti) > 0 for r̂  e / i and 
the diagram 
GlH 
(17) ^y \ 
commutes. 
In the sequel we shall solve the equivalence problem from Definition 3.1 for some 
special curves for G — 0{m) and G — E(m), 
3.2. Lemma. Let И he a transitive group of transformations of the set M, let H^ 
be an invariant subgroup of H. Let us denote by M„ t e Q the orbits of the group Hi 
on M. Then HJHi is a transitive group of transformations of the set { M J of all 
orbits. 
Let now E be the unit matrix of the type 2 x 2 and let us denote x = a^^{ES^j^-i^ß^} 
where тг is a permutation of numbers {1, ..., и}. Then we can see from Theorem 2.12 
and from (7) and (12) that the matrices 
(18) (x) or (^^^) and 
represent respectively the cosets of ^{0) modulo P(o) and the cosets of Ж(е) modulo 
P(e). The set of matrices (18) we shall denote by L. 
Let us suppose that we have Hfts g{t) and g{t) of the curve x{t) : / -> О/Я, where 
G = 0{m) or G = E{m) and H = J^(o{m)) or H = J^(e(m)) respectively. Let us 
write g{t) h{t) = g{t), where h{t) e H. If h{t) e L, then h{t) = const, and we have for 




/1 0 0' 
0 x 0 
\0 0 1 
Let us compute 
We shall denote 
Л2 _ 
cb'' = xoji^x-^ 
(O^^ = {0)ßy) , X = (X^^) = Sart-Hß) 5 ^уц - ^уп(!л) ' 
Then we can write 
(19) {<^'%, = {yico''7c'% = y^.ßCOßyX;^' = 
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For c5^^ we have analogously 
(20) (oV»), = (xco'°X = «.r.) • 
Remark . For the sake of simplicity we shall not distinguish between the form co^ß 
and its coefficient a^ß in co^ß = a^ß dt and analogously for co^ or co^^ and o>^̂ . 
Let us denote 
(21) \o^%= t {coi;r, where « ) ^ = ^ « J ^ 
ß=lß4=a РЛ=^ 
1«^г = (»iù)' + {<^zy ' \^% = (o^if^y + Hf2y. 
In the rest of the paper we shall denote 
0(m)/J^(o(m)) = Ml and £(w)/^(e(m)) - N^ for m = 2/i, 
0(m)/J^(o(m)) = M2 and £(т) /Ж(е(т)) = Л̂ 2 foi" "? - 2« Ч- 1 . 
3.3. Theorem. Let x{t) he a curve in M.^ or iV,-, i = 1, 2. Let us suppose that the 
form (o of some lift g(t) of x(t) satisfies at the point t = 0 
(22) for M,: \œ% Ф \co% Ф 0 , аф ß 
forN,: y^l^y^^O, a^ß 
for M2 and N2: \o}% Ф \œ% , a Ф j^ , 
where a, ß — 1, ..., п. T/ien ^/lere exists one le L for every lift g(t) of x{t) such 
that for the form ш of the lift g(t) I it is 
(23) forM,: \co%> \œ'%^, 
forN,: \ci^'%>\co'\^, 
for M2 and N2'- \o}^% > \(o^%+x 
at the point t = 0, where oc — 1, ..., n — 1. 
Proof. If (22) is satisfied for some hft, it is satisfied for every lift. The construction 
of the lift g(t) I is easy, as we can see from (19) and (20). 
As we want to use Lemma 3.2, we must show that the lifts from Theorem 3.3 do 
not depend on the group P(o) or P(e). This is done in the following 
3.4 Lemma. {a>lßY, |Ö>^^U \^^\ ^^ ^^^ depend on the group P. 
Proof. Let g{t) be a hft of some curve, let g(t) = g{t) h{t) be another lift of this 
curve, where h{t) e P. Let us denote o) = œ^-^', œ = со'-'; г, j are from (l). Then for N2 
it is 
/1 0 o\ 
/i(f)= 0 d^* 0 
y«'" 0 v/ 
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where d^^ = cl^^{(jj, a = 1, ..., n; o^ are from (2), a^^ e R, v = ± 1 and analogously 
for Mf and N^. We then have for the forms со and ш of the lifts g and g: 
(24) ш^^ - {Û^'Y ш^^ + (d^^)* co^^a^^ , co^̂  = (d^^)* co^^v 
œ^' = (d^i)* co^^d^^ + /г-^ éh оУ^ = va> °̂ . 
Denoting co^^ = o}^, o>^^ = ^^, cô ^ = cô ^ where a, ß = 1, ..., n, we have in the 
component form 
(25) Ш, = a X + ^ « * V , 5, = ( T , 4 v 
^ a ^ = ^t^aß^ß ^ОГ a ф j5 , Ш^^ = VCO^̂  . 
From (25) we can see the assertion of the lemma. 
In the rest of the paper we shall suppose that the lifts considered satisfy Theorem 
' 3.3. We shall now construct the Frenet hfts of curves. 
a) Let us consider the manifold Mj , where m = 2n, n = 2s. 
3.5. Lemma. Let us denote wlß.pq ^ cô ,̂ , a ф ß, p, q = 1,2, v = ± 1 . Then 
(û>ii + vco22)̂  + (< î2 "~ ^-(^iiY ^"^ H^t 60̂ ,̂ 1 are invariants of the group P for 
ot,ß = 'i, ...,n. 
Proof. The proof is an easy calculation by means of (25). 
3.6. Theorem. Let a curve x{t) in Mj , m = 4s, be given. Let us suppose that the 
form CO of some of its lifts satisfies 
(26) \co'% ^ \w'% Ф 0 ; oc,ß=l,,..,n; t = 0, a^ß 
(27) d e t œ i , i + i + 0 ; a = 1, ..., п - 1 ; ^ = 0 
(28) ( û>2r - l , 2 r ; l l + ^0)2r-U2r;22y + (ö>2r-1,2r; 1 2 ~ ^<»2r-1.2r;2 l ) ^ + 0 ; 
V = ± 1 , r = 1, ..., S . 
Then there exist 2'^^ lifts g(t) of the curve x{t) such that 
(29 ) 0)ll~l,2r;2l = C02^-i,2r;12 = 0 for Г = 1,...,S 
and at the point t = 0 [and hence in some neighbourhood of0) it is 
(30) hi« |>û>|a+i . a = 1, . . . ,/Î - 1 V 
(31) C02r~l ,2r ; l l > Û>2r-l,2r;22 > 0 , Г = 1, . . . , S ., 
(32) det co«,«+1 > 0 , a - 1, ..., n - 1 . 
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и QÀf) (^^d g2{t) are two such lifts, it is gi{t) = g2{t) h, where h = ci^^{^J and 
Q2r-i = Qir = {' \ ^r = ± b г = ± 1 , r = 1, ..., 5. 
Remark . The lifts from Theorem 3.6 are defined on the same interval, as (28) is 
satisfied in spite of the fact that (30), (31) and (32) need not be satisfied there. 
P r o o f of 3.6. Let us write 0)2̂ -̂1,2r:pq = со̂ ,̂  and let us suppose that (28) is satisfied. 
We then have 
(33) (ojii + vwjif + (coi2 - VOJILY + 0 ' V = ± 1 . 
Let a (7(r) = d^^{(7j G P be given. Then for the forms œ and c5 of the lifts g(t) and 
S{t) = g{t) ö'(0 ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ (^^) 
(34) {(bpq) = at-i (copg). (T2,. 
Let us write cpzr-i = 9^ (Pir = Ф^ -2(2/̂  — 1) = e, £(2r) = rj. Then we have in the 
component form 
3̂5"» (^^^' ^^Л = ( ^^^ '̂ ~" ^̂^ ^\ (^^^' ^^Л ( ^^^ '̂ ^ ^̂^ ^\ 
\c52i, ^022/ V̂  ^^^ ^ ' ^ ^^S W \<̂ 21> ^22/ V~" ^̂ ^̂  'A» ^ ^^^ l/̂ / 
After some calculations we obtain 
(36) Ш21 + û>]2 = sin(c/> + i//)(cOn - гца>22) + e cos (ф + iA) (Ö>2I + Щ^^т) 
C021 "" ^12 = sin [(p — i/̂ ) (шц + £^0)22) + e cos {cp — ф) (co2i "" ^^^12) • 
Let us set CO 12 = ^21 — 0 or equivalently 
(37) Ш21 + CO12 = 0 , Ш21 - (̂ 12 = Ö . 
From (28) we see that in each equation in (37) at most one of the coefficients is equal 
to zero. Hence (37) can be always solved. Let us suppose that a{t) and <T'(Ï) both 
solve (37). We have for the forms о and со of the hfts g{t) (T{t) and g(t) G'{t) 
(38) CO12 = CO21 = C0i2 = ÔJ2t . 
Let us write a'(t) = a{t) x{t). Then for >t;(t)we have (36) by means of (38): 
(39) sin {(p + Ф) {гг]а)22 ~ соц) = 0 
sin {(p - ф) (Sf/C022 Ч- СОц) = 0 . 
The coefficients in (39) are not zero, as we see from (28). We then have sin (^cp + ф) = 
= sin {(p ~ Ф) = 0. Analogously as (36) and by means of (38) we obtain 
(40) d)ii + CO22 = {о)ц + er}œ22)cos{(p - ф) , ШцСОгз = e'?tOiiC022 , 
hl - ^22 = (<^ii - ^̂ <^22) cos {cp + Ф) . CO, 
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Let us set соц > Ш22 > 0 at Г = 0 or equivalently 
(41) c^ii + 0З22 > 0 , c5ii — CO22 > 0 ' ^11^22 > 0 ät t ^ 0, 
(41) will be satisfied, if we set 
(42) cos ((p - ф) = sg {(o^^ + sg (СО11Ш22) ̂ ^22} » e?1 = sg (а>11й>22) 
c o s ((^ + Ф) = sg {бОц - sg (СО11Ш22) CO22} . 
From (42) and (39) we now can see: st] is uniquely determined and if (pu Фи 2̂> Ф2 
are two solutions of (37) and (41), we have cpi = (p2, Ф1 = Ф2 o^ ^1 = ^2 + »̂ 
ij/i = il/2 + 71. From (42) we have 
s{2r ~ 1) £(2r) = sg det C02r-i,2r > r = 1, ..., s . 
Let us finally set 
s{2r) s{2r + 1) = sg det (û2r,2r+i » r = 1, ..., 5 - 1 . 
Then we shall have г(а + l) = 8(a) sg det co«,«+i, a = 1, ,.., n - 1. There are two 
solutions for г: £(l) = 1, e(l) = - 1 and the theorem is proved. 
As we repeat the reasoning from the proof of Theorem 3.6 in the following, we 
shall proceed more quickly now. 
b) Let us suppose M^ has the dimension m = 2n, n = 2s + 1, 
We can use Theorem 3.6 for the matrix colß, where a, j5 = 3, ..., 2s. Let us suppose 
that we have such a lift that 3.6 is satisfied for со]/, a, ß = 3, .... 2s, on the under-
standing that s(3) can be chosen ± 1 . This assumption can be made according to 
Lemma 3.2 as a^ x ^2 x cr„ is an invariant subgroup of P. Let us now consider the 
forms coll ^'^^ (^il ^^^ let us write coH.pq = (Opq, o)i„.pq = 9pq, p, q = 1, 2. For the 
transformation of the form со we obtain 
(43) CO21 + CO12 = sin (^1 + (P2) {o)n - e(l) e(2) CO22) + 
+ г(1) cos (^1 + (P2) (<^2i + <1) e(2) 0)^2) 
^21 - ^12 = sin (^1 - (P2) (ö)ii + КО ^2) <̂ 22) + 
+ e(l) cos (^1 ~ (P2) (Ш21 - s(l) e(2) C0i2) 
^21 - 5i2 = sin (ф1 - (p„) (^11 - s{l) в{п) ^22) + 
+ e(l) cos (ф, - ф„) (^21 + <!) ^n) ^12) . 
Let us set • . 
(44) CO12 = CO21 = 0 . 5̂ 21 - S12 = 0 , соц > Ш22 > 0 , det d)i„ > 0 . 
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We can see that (44) has a solution. We have e(l) £(2) = sg det ((^pq), e(l) £(«) = 
= sg det (Spq) and for two solutions (p^, (p2, (p„; ф^, 02, фп we have фх = (pi + kn, 
^2 = (p2 + kn, ф„ = ç„ + In. We have proved 
3.7. Theorem. Let x{t) be a curve in Mj , dim Mj = 2n, n = 2s + ^' Let us sup-
pose that the form œ of some lift g(t) of the curve x(t) satisfies (26), (27), (28) and 
{œil,,, + ^OJIUIY + (C0L';12 ~ V0j\l,2iy Ф 0 , V = ± 1 
and let det еоЦ ф 0 at t = 0. Then there exist T^^ lifts of x{t) such that (29), (30), 
(31), (32), 0)11,12 = ^in;2i (ire satisfied and det œ,„ > 0 at t = 0. / / gi{t) and g2{t) 
are two such lifts, we have g^{t) = g2{t) h, where h = d^^{^J and Q2r~i — Qir = 
n ^\^n=^ {':' M , e. == ± 1 , a, == ± 1 , e = ± 1 , r = 1, ..., 5. 
c) 3.8. Theorem. Let x{t) he a curve in M2, m = 2n + 1. Let us suppose that the 
form 0) of some lift g{t) of the curve x(t) satisfies 
(45) \<o% + 0 
and at t = 0 
(46) \co%=¥\œ%, a^ß, a , / ? = 1 ... п , 
(47) det ш^\и 1 + О , a = 1, ..., гг - 1 . 
Then there exist four lifts g{t) of x{t) such that 
(48) coif2 = 0 , a = l , ..., n 
and at t = 0 
(49) wlf, > 0)11,,, > 0 , det co^\i+i > 0 , a = 1, ..., n - 1 . 
If g, and g2 are two such lifts, then g,{t) = g2{t) h, where 
Ч""!)—{;:) ; y, 1Л = ±1, a = 1, ..., n 
Proof. The form œ is of the form 
0) 
f0)ß. Ш, \ ^^^^^ ^,2 ^ -(oj^y 
W\ 0 J 
Let us write as in (25) o)l^ ~ S^. We get from (25): Ŝ  = Ö-*Ö«V. ïn the component 
form we have 
(50) 5 .̂1 - v(cos ( P A ; I ~ sin (Pa^ .̂2) 
5a;2 == V£(a) (s in ф,^^.1 + c o s (^^ö^.^) . 
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Let us set ш^Д = 0 and at f = 0 let us set Û>̂ .̂  > 0 and det 0) ,̂«+1 > 0. This condition 
can be satisfied and it can be easily shown that every two solutions differ by e(l) = 
= ± 1 and e(n + 1) = cos cp^ = v. 
d) 3.9. Theorem. Let x{t) be a curve in N^ where m = 2/t and suppose that the 
form œ of some lift g(t) of x(t) satisfies \co^^\^ Ф 0 and at t = 0 let it be \o)^\ Ф 
Ф \cu^^\ß Ф 0, a Ф jß for a, /? = 1, ..., n and det cô ^̂ +̂i Ф 0 for a = 1, ..., и - 1. 
Then there exist two lifts g(t) of x(t) such that cô .̂ 2 = ^ /^^ a = 1, ..,, n and at 
t = 0 it is col^x > <^a+i;i > 0, detco^^^ + i > 0 for a = 1, ..., n ~ 1. If g^{t) and 
dii^) ^^^ ^^^ ̂ ^^h lifts, we have 
ö̂ 2(0 = ̂ i(0(^ ^ i J ' ^^ '̂'̂  ^''-^''Ш and Q^^r^^Y 8=±1. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of the case c). 
e) 3.10. Theorem. Let x{t) be a curve in N2, m = In + 1. Let us suppose that the 
form œ of some lift of x{t) satisfies \oj^^\o, Ф 0 and at t = 0 \o)^\ = \<^^^'\ß^ a ф j?, 
a, ß = 1, ..., n; det col\+i Ф 0, a = 1, ..., n — 1; o)^^ ф 0. Then there exists only 
one lift g(t) of the curve x(t) such that œlf'2 = 0, a = I, ..., n; œl?^ = 0 and at 
t = 0, (o^^ > 0, col% > 0; co f̂i > colli.^ > 0, det Û;^,^^+I > 0, a = 1,. . . , n - L 
Proof. Let us note that the group 
where E is the unit matrix 2n x 2n, is an invariant subgroup of P(e(2n + l)). Ac-
cording Lemma 3,2 we can use Theorem 3.8. v can be chosen so that ш^^ > 0, as we 
see from (25). From (24) we have ш^° = (с1^^)*(ш^^ + a^^œ^^-). Now we have 
o^ui = ö î?i + «^^coîfi, where cojfi ф 0. We can choose a^^ so that œl% = 0. The 
rest is easy. 
3.11. Definition. The lifts from Theorems 3.6 — 3.10 will be called Frenet lifts. 
In the end we shall define the arc for curves in M^ and iV .̂ 
3.12. Definition. The parameter s of a curve x[s) in M,- or Ni is called the arc, 
if the form œ of some lift of x(s) satisfies 
(51) if;|o/4^ = i or ii:K»i. + Ê h ' ^ = i 
a = l a = l я = 1 
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for Ml and N^ or for M2 and N2 respectively, where \co^^\a and \o)^^'\a have the 
same meaning as in (21). 
The arc s has the natural meaning in the case of M,., it is the arc in the canonical 
Riemann structure induced on M^ by the Killing quadratic form. 
3.13. Definition. Let x(t) be a curve in Mi or in iV; and let g(t) be a Frenet lift 
of x(t). The arc of x(t) will be denoted by s. Then the functions k^\s), where œ^-'(s) = 
= /c*"'(s) ds, i,j are the same as in (l), are called the invariants of the curve x(t). 
The matrix of the invariants will be denoted by k. The following theorems are 
obvious: 
3.14. Theorem. Let x{s) and x'(s') be two curves respectively in M^ or in N^, 
equivalent in the sense of Definition 3.1. Let s, s' be their arcs. Then there is one 
g e 0(m) or g e E(m) respectively such that x'[s') = g . x[s). 
3.15. Theorem. The curves x(t) and x'(f) in M^ or N^ are equivalent in the sense 
of Definition 3.1 if and only if they have the same invariants satisfying condition 
(U). (About condition (U) see Definition 7.4.) 
4. Interpretation in S'"""̂  and E'" 
Let an m-dimensional Euclidean vector space V" and a m-dimensional Euclidean 
space £"" be given. The EucHdean scalar product of vectors x, y will be denoted by 
(x, y) as usual. We shall now define the manifolds P"" and Q"" in the following man-
ner: 
a) P'", m = 2n. A point /? G P"" is a (not ordered) n-tuple /? = {/?j, - •., Pn}, where p^ 
for a = 1, ..., n is a 2-dimensional linear subspace in V" and 
(52) if X ep^ , y epß , a ф ^ , then (x, j ) = 0 . 
b) P"\ m = 2n -h 1. A point peP*"" is an n-tuple of 2-dimensional hnear sub-
spaces p^, satisfying (52) and a 1-dimensional subspace v perpendicular to every p^. 
Then / I - {i?i, . . . , A , Î?}. 
c) Q^, m = 2n. A point ^ 6 Q"" is a point AeE^ and an n-tuple of 2-dimensional 
planes ^^ e £'", a = 1, ..., П such that Aeq^ for every a and if B^ e q^, Bß e qp, 
a Ф ß, then (B^ - A, Bß - A) = 0. We shall write q = {A, q^, ..,, q^. 
d) Q"", m = 2n + 1. A point q e Q*' is a straight line a and an n-tuple of 3-dimen-
sional subspaces q^ cz E"\ a = 1, ..., n, where a a q^ for every a and the following 
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condition is satisfied: lî Aea, B^G q^, Bß e ^^, a ф ß, {В^ - А) 1 а, {Bß - А) 1 а, 
then(i?^ - А, Bß- А) = 0. 
Let ^ 0 = (^1, •••, е^, ^ 0 = (^^ ^и •••̂  ^м) Ье fixed orthonormal frames in V" 
and £"' respectively. The formula ^ = ^^ . g shows us the connection between 
a frame and its coordinates. For a point or a vector X we shall define (as usual) its 
coordinates XQ in MQ SO that X = ^ o . XQ. The group 0{rn) acts then on V" and the • 
group E{m) acts then on £"" in the natural manner: If X i s a point or a vector, X = 
= ^ 0 • ̂ o> then gXfor g e 0(m) or g e E{m) respectively is the point gX = ^o • 9^0-
Now we can easily see that the frame ^ = 0ê . gg is composed respectively from the 
vectors gei, ..., ge^ or from the point gO and the vectors ge^, ..., де^„. The group 
0(m) acts now in the natural manner on the manifold P"" and the group E(m) acts 
in the natural manner on ff": 
If g G 0{m) resp. g e E{m) and p = {/?«}, p = {/?«, v} resp. ^ = {̂ 4, q^} or q = 
= {a, g}, then gp = {gp^}, gp = {gp^, gv} resp. gq = {gA, gq^} or Ö'̂  = {да, gqa]-
4.1. Theorem. P'" = 0(m)/J/'(o(m)) and ß'" = £(m)/^(e(m)). 
The formula ^ = ^ Q • б' giyts us a one to one corespondence between the group 
0{m) or E{m) and the set se of all orthonormal frames in V"" or E'". The projection 
71 : J3̂  -^ P^ or 71 : J3/ -^ ß ^ is natural: 
Let m = {/i, . . . , /„} or ^ = {^,/i, ...,/m} respectively be given. Then 
a) nm = {/?i, ...,/?„}, where p^ = AG^-i + //2« ^ r m = 2n, 
b) n,^ = {/7i, ...,/!„, v}, where /?« = ЯЛ«-! + /гЛ«, и = v/2„ + i for m = In + 1, 
c) 7ü^ = {A, q^, ..., ^ J , where q^ = Xfi^-x + //2« for ^ = 2n, 
d) 71^ = {a, ^1, ..., ^„}, where a = ^ + Я/2„ + 1. 
q^ = A Л- l /2a-i + /i/2a + v/2„ + i for all Я, /i, V 6 R and a = 1, ..., n. 
From (16) we now have for the identical representation 
(53) d ^ = ^ . Ш . 
For curves in P'" and Q^ we now can repeat all what was said in §3, in particular 
Theorems 3.6 — 3.10. From Frenet lifts we now get the Frenet frames and the Frenet 
formulas 
(54) d^/ds = ^ . к , у-
where d^/ds certainly means àM{d\ds) and к has the meaning from Definition 3.13. 
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5. The case of small dimensions 
Let us see what results can be obtained from (53) in case of small dimensions 
of S'"-^ andE'". 
a) S'""^ w = 3. For the curve x{t) and for its Frenet frame ^ = {#•,, Г2, r^} we get 
(55) CO = I 0, —CÛ21, toA and drj = '*2<̂ 2i "~ ^ъ^\ ^ (D^ = ds 
0, 0 d r2 = —V\0J2\ 
0, 0 / d r 3 = rjCOi 
The manifold P^ is the unit sphere Ŝ  in V̂  and (55) are really the Frenet formulas 
for a spherical curve. 
b) S'""^, m = 4. Now we have for со and for the Frenet frame M ~ {г^, ..., Г4}: 
(56) CO = I 0 , coi2» <̂ i35 0 \ and dr^ = — a)i2''2 ~" О)1З''З 
СО24Г4. 
Ш34Г4 
« 2 4 . -Ö>34. о / d r 4 = C024''2 + <«34'*3 
(d5)^ = {C0,,y + (С0,,У. 
The manifold P^ has the set of all straight lines of Ŝ  as a two-fold covering and 
(56) are the Frenet formulas for a ruled surface in S^. 
c) E^, m = 2. For the form со and for the Frenet frame {A, r^, Г2} we have 
(57) 
0, 
- Ö > 1 2 . 














and d,-,  
di-2 = 
d f 3 = 
dr4 = 
- Ö > 1 2 » ' 2 
СО12Г1 
Ö^lS»*! 
' '  
Ю = /0 , 0, 
U'°, 0, 
\ o , CO21, 
0 \ 
- < « 2 1 
0 / 






Q^ is the plane and (57) are Frenet formulas for a curve in Q^. The arc is not defined, 
d) £"", m = 3. We have for the frame ^ = [A, r^, 1*2? ''з}^ 
and dA = c o ' % + СУ^% 
dr^ = СО21Г2 — (о^^^з 
(58) CO = /0, 0, 0, 0 \ 
0, 0, —0)21^ ^ 
^^ C02U 0 , 0 
^^ -co^^ 0, 0 / dr3 - co'^r, 
ds = co^^^ , Q^ is the set of all straight lines in £^, the curve x[t) is given by the points 




APPLICATIONS ON THE KINEMATIC GEOMETRY OF A ONE PARAMETRIC 
MOTION IN S'"-! AND £'̂  
6. Definition of motion 
Let a homogeneous space GJH be given. A motion in GJH is a dififerentiable immer-
sion g{(p) :I -^ G; the group G is regarded as a group of transformations of GJH. 
6.1. Definition. Let gi{(pi) :Ii-^ G and gziçi) '• h ~^ G be motions in GJH, 
Motions gi and g2 cire called equivalent, if they are equivalent in the sense of 
Definition 3.1 as curves in the homogeneous space G x GJG, 
(Here the group G x G acts on G as a group of left and right translations: If 
(GU ^2) e G X G, geG, then (g^ g2) - 9 = 9x092^) 
The kinematic geometry then seeks for invariants of equivalence classes of motions 
in the sense of Definition 6.1 and tries to find geometric objects in GJH that completely 
determine the motion. In the sequel, this will be done for S""""̂  and E'". 
Let g{(p) :I~^G be a curve on G. Let us denote by ^, S respectively the left-
invariant and right-invariant M.C. form on G (see §3) and let us define the forms 
Q = (7^5, Q = ^^,,9. Let (X, Y) be the Killing symmetric bihnear form on (5, where 
X, Ye (5. The parameter t = t((p) of the curve g((p) is called the canonical parameter 
(the canonical time) if 
(59) (o(a/ar), Q{dlôt)) = 1. 
6.2. Lemma. Let g{(p) : I -^ G be a curve and let us suppose that (Q^djôcp), 
Qi^djdq))) Ф 0 for every (pel. Then there exists one (up to a transformation from 
G X G) curve y(t) equivalent with g{(p) such that t is the canonical parameter. 
Proof. The parameter t is determined uniquely by (59) and by conditions ^(0) = 0 
and dcpjdt > 0 from Definition 3.1. In the rest of the paper we shall suppose that the 
motion is given as a function of its canonical param-^ter. We can uniquely write 
(60) Q = Щ dt, Q = I ( r ) dt. 
R(f) and R(^) will be called the fixed and the moving cone of the motion respectively. 
7. Motion in £^ and S'̂ -̂̂  
We shall now consider only the groups 0(w) and E(m). Let us suppose that we 
are given a motion g{t) in 0(m) or E(m) such that R(r) is a regular element of 0 ( т ) 
or ^(m) respectively for every t eL Then the xone R(^) uniquely determines a one-
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parametric system of Cartan subalgebras l}{t) respectively in £)(m) or (£(m) such that 
R{t)el){t), The algebras ï)(r) determine the groups ^(ï)(0)- The groups J^{b{t)) 
determine a curve p{t) G P '" or q(t) e ff" such that the isotropic groups of p{t) and 
q(t) respectively are ^(ï)(f)). The curve p{t) or q{t) is called the central curve (the set 
of instantaneous centers) of the motion and the system 
(61) p{t) = [p^t)} or p{t) = {p,{t), v{t)} or 
q{t) = {A{t), qM or q{t) = {a{tl q^{t)} 
is called the fixed axoid. An analogous construction can be given for the moving cone. 
We get the moving central curve in P"' or g*" and the moving axoid in S'""'̂  or £"" 
respectively. 
7.1. Lemma. Let l){t) be a one-parametric system of Cartan subalgebras in D(m) 
or ^(m). Then there exists respectively g{t) e 0(m) or g'(t) e E{m) such that 
^dg[t) o(m) = l)(t) or ad^'(t) e(m) = l){t). We have for the central curve p or q: 
p(t) — 71 g{t) or q(t) = n g'{t), respectively. 
Proof. The g(t) exists for 0(m) by Cartan theorem about inner automorphisms 
of compact semisimple algebras. The existence of g'(t) can be proved by direct cal-
culation from the existence of g{t). We now have respectively jV(l)(t)) = g(t) jV[o(m)) 
or ^V(J){t)) = g'(t) J^{t{m)) and the assertion follows. 
7.2. Theorem. Let g(t) be a motion in 0{m) or E{m). Then its cones R(r) and Ж(t) 
and its axoidsp and p or q and ^ respectively satisfy 
(61) aâg{t) E(0 == R(0 
(62) g{t) p{t) = p{t) or g{t) q{t) - q{t) . 
Proof. (61) is obvious, (62) is obtained from (61) and from Lemma 7.1. 
7.3. Theorem. Let g{t) be a motion in 0(m) or E(m) with the moving cone K(f). 
Letp, p or q, ^ respectively be the axoids of g(t). Let us choose some Frenet lifts y, Ji 
of p, p or q, q and let o, œ be the canonical forms of the axoids. Then there exists 
respectively h(t) e Ж(о(т)) or h(t) e Ж(е(т)) such that 
(63) 05 = aéh'^œ - ady^M d̂  + h~^ dh . 
Then we get respectively for 'R(t): 
(64) adyi{t)U{t)eo{m) or ady^?) R(r) G e(w). 
Proof. Let us denote o(m) = Ï)Q or e(m) = 1)Q. Then we have i)[t) = adyl)o> 
Щ = adyiï)o, I)(0 = âdg{t)l){t) and Щ = adg{t)%t) = ad{gy,)^^ = adrf)o- Then 
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ad(y" Vyi) bo = bo and y'^gyi e Ж(^о)- Now we see that there is /z(̂ ) G Ж(]^О) such 
that y"" V ? ! = ^(0 ^^^ ^^^^ '̂ ^̂  "̂  ^^- "̂ ^̂ ^̂  differentiating we get d^yi + ^ dy^ = 
= dyh + у d/z. Then 
adyr^ -or"' d^ + УГ^ ^71 = ad/z~^ .y-^ dy + h~' d/z 
and finally, 
adyr^Kdr 4- CO = ad/z""^co + /z-^ d/z . 
7.4. Definition. Le/ Х(г)б^Э(т) or X(t)E(è(m) for teL Let us denote X{t) = 
= x{tyj\ i,j being the same as in (1). We shall say that X(t) satisfies the condition 
(U), if it holds: 
a) for 0(m), m = 4s: • 
| x" (0 ) | , > | x " ( 0 ) U , , det xlL+i(0) > 0 , a = 1, ..., 2s - 1 
b) for 0{ml m = 2(2. + l), и = 25 + 1 : a) and 
x;:;..(0 - ^'".-W 
c) /o r 0(m), m = 2и + 1 • 
x - ( 0 ) > x - , , ( 0 ) > 0 , d e t x : . U . ( 0 ) : ^ 0 , « = ! , . . . , „ - , ; x i l , , ( 0 ) > 0 
d) for E(m), m = 2n: 
^ly^^ = 0 , ct= \,...,n 
e) for E(m), m = 2n + 1 • 
l oM =:î 0 , a = I, ..., n 
A X ; 2 ( 0 ) > 0 . 
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7.5. Lemma. Let X{t), 7(0 e 0(m), Z(0 e o(m), h{t)eJ^{o{m)) or X{t\ Y{t) e 
e Щт), Z{t) E e(m), h{t) e J^(e(m)) be given such that X, Y, Z, h are continuous, X, Y 
satisfy condition (U) and X{t) = 2idh{t)Y{t) + Z{t). Then h{t) = ±E in a) b) c) 
and h(t) = E in d) e) of Definition 7.4, E being the unit matrix. 
Proof. The lemma can be proved by direct calculation. 
7.6. Theorem. Let a motion g{t) in 0{m) or £(m) be given. Let p, p or q, q be its 
axoids, let y.y^ be the Frenet lifts respectively of p, p and q,q, satisfying (U), 
Let us denote со, 05 the canonical forms of y, yi, let R be the moving cone. Then 
(65) Ш = CO — (ady^^M)dr and g = ±yyï^ or g = yy^^ respectively . 
Proof. The theorem is a corollary of Lemma 7.5. Let us denote ady^^R = 
= ady~^R = r^e^ for 0{m) and E(2n), adyr^R = ady~"^R = r^e^ + rof for E{2n + 
+ 1). Then we get from (65): 
(66) œ'J,,2 - ö>«V;i2 = г, àt, cô « - cô^^ - rodt, 
(with upper indices as in (l)). 
Let us suppose from now on that the metric in o(m) and e(m) is chosen so that 
(e^, e^) = 1 or (e^, e^) = 1 and (e'^, e'̂ ) == 1 or (e^", ê ") == 1 respectively and let us 
write for CO satisfying (U) 
(67) CO = X d r . 
7.7. Theorefli. Functions t, rj[t), Го(0, ^{t), x{t) are invariants of the motion and 
it4s [upper indices as in (l)) 
(68) xU.,,,-xL\,,=^r^, , . ^ ° - к ^ ° = Го, >^l' = xi\ С = А Г 
n 
^U = ^U f o r a Ф i5 , X W a ; 1 2 " >^11м) = ^ • 
a = l 
Proof. We only have to prove the last assertion. This one we get from (R, R) = 1. 
Let us denote x = esjet, where s is the arc of the fixed axoid. 
7.8. Theorem. Let g(t) be a motion in S'""^ or E"". Let к and ft be the invariants 
of the fixed and the moving axoid respectively, satisfying condition {U). Then 
(69) K(S) = [ i ( C ; . 2 ( s ) - KUiisfY'" , У<^^s) = ^s)x{s), 
a = 1 
Ф) = {к1:,ф) - Ri',„(s)) x(s), ro(s) = {k'\s) - R^°(5)) x(.) 
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and conversely 
(70) кЩ = x'^Xt) %~ (̂0 , 1^Щ = x'it) x"XO --
for m = 2n + 1 
and for m = 2n 
a = l 
From Theorem 7.8 we see that the system of invariants of the axoids and the system 
of invariants of the motion are equivalent to each other. 
7.9. Theorem. Let one parametric differentiable systems p{s) and p(s) in V"" 
be given, wherep{s) and p{s) are defined as in §4. Let us suppose that the invariants 
of p{s) and p{s) satisfy (U) and that in the case m = In 
and in the case m = 2n + 1 
ki;{s) = Jil^{s), a + ß, k'2(^) = lci^(s), 
\*^аск;12 ' ^ aa ;12 | =t= \l<^ßß;l2 '^ßß;l2\ ? ^ =F P , '^aa;12 "+= l^aaill • 
Then there exist only two motions g{t), —g{t) such that the axoids of g{t), —g{t) 
are p{s) and p{s). 
Proof. Let 7, У1 be the Frenet hfts of p, p, satisfying (U). Let us set g = ±yyï^. 
We shall now find the axoids of the motion g{t). We have ny^ = p, ny = p. The 
moving cone of g{t) h Жа5 = g''^ dg = yiT^^dy .y^^ + у dy^^) = 7i(y~^ dy + 
+ dy~^ . Уз) yï^ = adyi(co - со) because of dyï^ • Ti + тГ^ ^Ji = 0. If we denote 
CO — CO = Ro ds, then RQ e o{m) and we have R = ady^Ro . RQ is a regular element 
of D(m), as we see from the assumptions of the theorem, and so is K. For Cartan 
subalgebras i){t) we then have I)(s) = ady^ o(m) and J^(^(^s)) = ^ (ady^ o(m)) = 
= у I Ж(о(т)) and finally n J^(^(s)) = ny^ = p and gp = yy^^^ . пу^ = ny — p 
which proves the theorem. 
7.10. Theorem. Let a one parametric differentiable system q{s) and ^(s) be given, 
where q{s), ^(s) are defined as in §4. Let us suppose that the invariants of q(s) and 
q{s) satisfy (U) and that | k ^ i 2 - Ka;12\ + |^^ i ;12 - ^^Д;12| , a Ф Д, k«V;12 Ф ^aa;12. 
k'Jis) = KM oi^ß, kl%) = K\s) for m^ln and k'Jis) = KM a Ф ß, 
К {s) = KM ^^\s) = l^\s), K\^) = K\s)for m = 2n + h Then there exists 
only one motion g{t) e E(m) with the axoids q{t) and q{t). ,. 
Proof. The proof is the same as above. 
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7.11. Theorem. The motion in 0[m) or E(m) is determined uniquely up to the 
equivalence by the system of its invariants from Theorem 7.7. 
7.12. Theorem. The motion in P^ or Q^ is determined uniquely by its central 
curves. (The central curves must satisfy assumptions of Theorem 7.9 or of Theorem 
7.10.) 
Theorems 7.11 and 7.12 are equivalent with Theorems 7.9 and 7.10 respectively. 
8. Geometrical meaning of some invariants 
Let us consider the case of a motion in £"', where m = 2n, the other cases being 
analogous. Let q^ = A(s) + Лг^.^ + fir^.2, Л, /г e R be one of the generating planes 
of the axoid q at the point 5. The tangent space of q^ at the point X = A + Xr^.^ + 
+ jLir^.2 bas the base {A, r^.^, r^.2, r^.3}, where 
(71) r^;3 = t Kl'ß;! + K^lß-M^ß;! + f^U-Airpa) + 
+ /i(fca)î;2l''^;l + '^аД;22''/?;2)} • 
From (71) we see that the invariants kj^i and kl^;pq, oc =¥ ß give the tangent spaces 
of q 2it the points of the generating plane p^. They are hence analogous to the para-
meter of distribution of a ruled surface. From (62) and (66) we see: The tangent 
spaces of every generating plane of the fixed axoid coincide with that of the moving 
axoid at every moment. Let us denote by o{s) the Euclidean arc of the curve A{s), 
n 
Then we have éajés = { X {K^^ifV^- From (62) and (66) we now see that the curve 
Ä{s) rolls on the curve ^(5) without slipping. 
8.1. Definition, Let a motion g{t) be given. Let R(f) be its fixed cone. Then the 
motion exp т R(?o)5 т: e R is called the instantaneous motion of g{t) at ^ = fo-
The instantaneous motion is characterized by 
Proposition. The motions g{t) at t = 0̂ ̂ ^^ ^^P '^ Щ^о) ̂ ^ every т e R have the same 
field of tangent vectors of trajectories of points. 
The following proposition gives the geometrical definition of axoids. 
8.2. Proposition. Let g{t) be a motion in 0{m) or £(m). Then the generating 
subspaces of />(̂ о) ^^ ^(^0) respectively generate all invariant subspaces of the 
instantaneous motion of g{t) at t = tg. 
8.3. Proposition. The functions r^are velocities {in the canonical time) of rotation 
in the generating subspaces p^ or q^ respectively, TQ is the parameter of the in­
stantaneous helicoidal motion in the case of E^^^^. 
8.4. Theorem. The motion in P'" or g'" is a roulette motion. 
Proof. Let us denote by p{t), p{t) the central curves and by y(t), yi{i) the Frenet 
lifts of /?(t), p{t). Then we have g{t) = y{t) yl^{t), n y{t) = p{t), ж y^lt) = p{t). Let 
us write nx = nx = X, where ж, к are the same as in (67). Let t = tghc fixed. Then 
y[{to) = L^,it,)ö5 , y'{t^) = Ц^.^^о) , p'(^o) = 71 yl(|o) = b,,(,,)X , р'(Го) = L,(,^)Z , 
C72) Qyo)^ P'vo) = ^y(to)yi~Hto)- ̂ yiito)-^ ~ Ly(to)^ — i'v/o) • 
From (72) we see that the tangent vectors at the coinciding points of the central 
curves coincide. The arcs are the same, as we see from (68). (Compare with [8].) 
In the end we shall find the geometric interpretation for the invariants t, r^, к 
of a motion (See Theorem 7.7). Let MQ = E^ß be the canonical base of the algebra 
©fi(m, R) or (ö£(m + 1, R). Let us denote j / the set of frames ^ = ^* ^o(öf*)"S 
where respectively g e 0(m) or g e E(m). We have from (16) 
dm = [со*, ̂ ] . 
Let us suppose that we are given a motion g(t), its fixed cone R(t) and the Frenet 
lift y(t) of its fixed axoid. Then M^^ gives the canonical base in l)(t) and we have 
where oj^ß = x^ßdt. We have obtained 
8.5. Theorem. The functions t, r^, ж are invariants of the fixed cone (invariants 
of the group adG). 
Remark . Theorem 8.5 js valid for any cone in D(m) or Щт) consisting from 
regular elements. 
9. Cylic motion 
9.1. Definition. Let Ш be a Lie algebra. Let X, Ye (5, [X, Г] Ф 0 be given. Motions 
equivalent with g((p) = exp cpX exp cpYatQ called cyclic motions. 
Our definition of cyclic motion is a generalisation of the cyclic motion in £^ aftd 
of the hehcoidal motion in E^. 
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9.2. Theorem. Le^ MS suppose that we are given a motion g(t) with R(t) consisting 
of regular elements. Let us suppose that the lifts of the fixed and the moving axoids 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorems 3.6 — 3.10. Then g{t) is cyclic if and only if it 
has all invariants constant. 
Proof. Let g[(p) be a cyhc motion. We may choose such a représentant of g{(p) 
in its equivalence class that X + Ye o(w) or X + Ye e(m) respectively and that X, Y 
satisfy condition (U). Let us write g{(p) = gi{(p) gjW)- We now have 
R(^) = Xdld(p{g, . g^) . {g, . g^Y ' = X ?.dg,{X + F ) , Я e R 
and l)((p) = ad^fi o(w) or ï)((^) = ^dg^ e(m) respectively. The fixed axoid is /i(c/>) = 
= %g^ or q{(p) = ng^ and g^ is its Hft. But gx{(p) is the Frenet lift of the fixed axoid, 
as ^i~M^i — X dip, and X satisfies (U). As X is constant and dip\dt is constant, the 
invariants are constant, too. The rest is obvious. 
Remark . If (X + У, Z + 7) == 1, then the coordinates of X and l 'are invariants 
of the motion. 
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